Student finds Johnson dead on Charles River iceflow
By Bob Boyle

President Howard Johnson was killed today walking across the ice covering the Charles River. At this hour the exact cause of death is not known.

The body was found by Frank Gleep '68, who was attempting to find a leased telephone line between the Computation Center and the United States Department of Agriculture, rumored to run along the bottom of the river. Gleep was not aware why he was looking for the line, but police feel that he probably wanted to make free long-distance calls, and do not connect him with Johnson's death.

Police theorists that Johnson may have been run down by UAP Bob Horvitz '68, who dumped his body in the river, getting that it was frozen. Horvitz is currently under questioning by the MIT police, who have jurisdiction in the river.

Meanwhile, reaction on campus was mixed. Dean of Students Ken Wholeshe '64 was much upset. He felt that Johnson's presence on the ice was a "clear violation" of his rule against walking across the ice during the winter. When it was pointed out that Johnson may not have been walking on the ice, Wholeshe admitted that in that case the violation was outside the purview of the Dean's Office, and suggested that a special Inscomm acknowledgment might be chosen to handle the problem of people who "endanger themselves and others by running on the ice or bathing in the Institute."

Draft protest
Student response to LBJ's pro

Draft protest starts Chapel riot as Consuls burn
By I. Wieldot

Student protest to LBJ's proposal for the abolition of ROTC on campus, in a massive riot in the Chapel. Although the presidential order was supposed to have been top secret, word of the new draft order was leaked yesterday afternoon by the Handaen House Room (aka the Handaen House Revenower) in a copyrighted article by Bennett Cerf '69. 

Draft for sale
Within minutes after the FBI hit the campuses, WFBF, the MIT radio station, further spread the word. Soon afterwards, a rampaging fire-breathing mob of scarcely 15 students assembled in the Lobby of Building 10. This crowd, led by Dean Emmly Weck-

Canadian special offered by TSE for draft dodgers
By Greve F"wer

For those of students wishing to flee to Canada to avoid the draft, Technical Student Engineers are planning flights north through one of its agencies - The Travellers' Dis-

Seals will be given to the high-

9 hour discussion
Inscomm hears maturity complaints
By Bob Boylo

The Student Center library, which will be open only to MIT students bearing ID's from today to January 31, may be available to the public starting Tuesday, January 16, 1968. 

Students present at the meeting somehow mitigated their problems of campus maturity as brought up by SCCC, Inscomm was impressed with the seriousness of the student body.

The meeting lasted from 7 p.m. to 4 a.m. The SCCC feels that most of its proposals will be accepted in due time and they have been gist in benefit to the student body. It seems that the Inscomm meeting somehow mitigated their complaints.